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Block random access memories (BRAMs) are the storage houses of FPGAs, providing extensive on-chip mem-

ory bandwidth to the compute units implemented using logic blocks and digital signal processing slices. We

propose modifying BRAMs to convert them to CoMeFa (Compute-in-Memory Blocks for FPGAs) random

access memories (RAMs). These RAMs provide highly parallel compute-in-memory by combining computa-

tion and storage capabilities in one block. CoMeFa RAMs utilize the true dual-port nature of FPGA BRAMs

and contain multiple configurable single-bit bit-serial processing elements. CoMeFa RAMs can be used to

compute with any precision, which is extremely important for applications like deep learning (DL). Adding

CoMeFa RAMs to FPGAs significantly increases their compute density while also reducing data movement.

We explore and propose two architectures of these RAMs: CoMeFa-D (optimized for delay) and CoMeFa-A (op-

timized for area). Compared to existing proposals, CoMeFa RAMs do not require changing the underlying

static RAM technology like simultaneously activating multiple wordlines on the same port, and are practi-

cal to implement. CoMeFa RAMs are especially suitable for parallel and compute-intensive applications like

DL, but these versatile blocks find applications in diverse applications like signal processing and databases,

among others. By augmenting an Intel Arria 10–like FPGA with CoMeFa-D (CoMeFa-A) RAMs at the cost of

3.8% (1.2%) area, and with algorithmic improvements and efficient mapping, we observe a geomean speedup

of 2.55× (1.85×) across microbenchmarks from various applications and a geomean speedup of up to 2.5×
across multiple deep neural networks. Replacing all or some BRAMs with CoMeFa RAMs in FPGAs can make

them better accelerators of DL workloads.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning (DL) applications are commonplace in today’s world. The ever-increasing com-

putational demands of DL workloads have resulted in an explosion of hardware acceleration alter-

natives, ranging from ASICs to GPUs to FPGAs. FPGAs are well suited to the evolving needs of DL

applications because they provide customizable hardware with massive parallelism, low latency,

and high energy efficiency.

FPGAs contain fine-grained programmable Logic Blocks (LBs), fixed-function math units

(Digital Signal Processing (DSP) slices), and Block Random Access Memory (BRAM) struc-

tures that are connected via a highly configurable routing/interconnection fabric. BRAMs play a

vital role by storing operands and results on-chip, feeding the compute units with data at a very

high bandwidth.

The current usage paradigms of BRAMs, LBs, and DSPs pose limitations to the acceleration that

can be achieved using FPGAs. The separation of compute units (LBs and DSPs) from storage units

(BRAMs) implies data movement using the routing/interconnect to feed the compute units with

input data and to store the outputs back to the storage units. This significantly stresses the routing

resources and leads to increased power consumption.

FPGAs provide the ability to develop hardware for different precisions. This is especially impor-

tant for DL applications because the precision requirements change rapidly. DSP slices, however,

support a limited set of precisions. FPGA programmers end up implementing low-precision math

units on LBs instead of DSPs, reducing the number of LBs available for other purposes and leaving

DSPs unused.

In many large FPGAs deployed in cloud applications, hundreds of megabits of data can be stored

on-chip in BRAMs, enabling fully data-resident acceleration. However, in applications where on-

chip storage requirements are low (e.g., where data is streamed to the FPGA), BRAMs may be left

idle. Additionally, BRAMs on FPGAs support a limited set of heights and widths. This limits the

bandwidth available to the compute units because the data needs to be read out from the interface

of the BRAM to programmable routing (address and data buses). Typically, a larger number of bits

can be sensed per cycle inside the BRAM than can be brought out to the interface.

In this article, we solve the limitations mentioned previously by proposing to convert BRAMs

on an FPGA to CoMeFa Random Access Memories (RAMs). A CoMeFa RAM block enables

computation within the RAM array, without transferring the data in or out of it. One-bit bit-serial

configurable Processing Elements (PEs) are added to the output of the sense amplifiers. This

transforms the BRAM into a parallel Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) computation unit.

The availability of true dual-port mode in FPGA BRAMs [24, 55] is exploited to read operands.

Computation in any precision can be easily performed in CoMeFa RAMs without any explicit

hardware because it uses bit-serial compute [14]. For performing a different operation or for using

a different precision, a different instruction sequence needs to be generated and applied to the

CoMeFa RAM. CoMeFa RAMs reduce the dependence on routing/interconnect and hence increases

the routability of the FPGA. Data movement is reduced because the computation is done in the

RAM itself, thereby saving power and reducing energy. Since the data is not moved in/out of

the RAM block, routing interface limitations do not restrict the available bandwidth. Instead, the
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internal physical geometry of the RAM, which is wider than the interface width, governs the

effective bandwidth. The compute throughput and compute density (GOPS/mm2) of the FPGA is

increased significantly owing to the massive parallelism that is unlocked because of the existence

of numerous RAM blocks on an FPGA. When not computing, CoMeFa RAMs can still function as

normal BRAMs to store data.

Although we focus on DL in this article, CoMeFa RAMs are versatile blocks that can be used in

many applications. The increased compute throughput of the FPGA by adding CoMeFa RAMs can

be utilized by any application that suits a SIMD execution paradigm. CoMeFa RAMs can be used in

diverse parallel applications like signal and image processing, databases, compression, encoding,

decoding, and so forth. Because of the bit-serial nature of the compute, CoMeFa RAMs are partic-

ularly suited for throughput-oriented latency-tolerant workloads. Workloads with low-precision

compute and bitwise operations are also well accelerated using CoMeFa RAMs.

Our contributions in this article are the following:

(1) We propose compute-enabled BRAM blocks called CoMeFa RAMs and describe their archi-

tecture and operation.

(2) We show the versatility of CoMeFa RAMs by mapping several applications with different

workload characteristics, with a special focus on DL applications.

(3) We present novel processing-in-memory hardware concepts: a configurable PE and exploit-

ing dual-portedness of RAMs to perform computation.

(4) We present novel processing-in-memory algorithmic concepts: One Operand Outside

RAM (OOOR) operations.

(5) We quantify the performance and energy benefits of using CoMeFa RAMs for multiple mi-

crobenchmarks and Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).

An earlier and less detailed version of this work appeared at the FCCM 2022 symposium [6].

We extend that work by describing the implementation options of CoMeFa RAMs in detail, in-

cluding new microbenchmarks and experiments, increasing the focus on DL, including evaluation

of end-to-end neural networks, and showcasing the integration of CoMeFa RAMs in an accelera-

tor framework. We also provide a solution for a challenge identified in the previous work—using

stored programs to enhance the programmability of CoMeFa RAMs.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Compute-in-Memory

Compute-in-Memory or Processing-in-Memory (PIM) [20] is the paradigm of bringing com-

putation closer to the data, instead of moving data to distant compute units. Many accelerators

using PIM have been proposed and deployed: ReRAM based [13, 21, 44], Dynamic Random Ac-

cess Memory (DRAM) based [18, 37, 43], and Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) based

[3, 30, 31, 52].

Computational RAM (or C-RAM) [16] is an architecture where a row of PEs is added to a memory

(DRAM or SRAM) to convert it into a SIMD processor, as shown in Figure 1(a). Each PE is pitch-

matched with a memory column (bitline). An instruction is received by the memory from the host,

operand rows (wordlines) are read and stored in the PEs, the operation is then performed, and the

results are stored back into a row. All PEs in a memory execute the same instruction in a cycle.

This is shown to achieve significant speedup for applications like image processing, databases, and

computer-aided design, among others.

Jeloka et al. [28] created a logic-in-memory SRAM prototype shown in Figure 1(b), where mul-

tiple wordlines are activated simultaneously and the shared bitlines can be sensed, effectively

performing logical AND and NOR operations on the data stored in the activated wordlines. This
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Fig. 1. Related approaches for compute-in-memory.

technology is deployed on CPU caches to transform them into parallel processing engines [2], lead-

ing to speedups in many applications involving operations like word count, string match, and so

forth. In Neural Cache, Eckert et al. [14] apply this technology to DL applications, adding PEs to the

sense amplifiers and deploy bit-serial compute to perform DL operations. Wang et al. [53] proposed

integrating the technology from Neural Cache into FPGA BRAMs to create Compute Capable

Block Random Access Memories (CCB). Speedup is shown for Recurrent Neural Networks

(vanilla RNN, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRN)), for int8

and 8-bit block floating-point precisions. To avoid data corruption because of multi-row access, the

wordline voltage (and hence the frequency of operation) has to be lowered significantly. An addi-

tional row decoder is required for multi-row access. Additionally, in this architecture, one sense

amplifier for each pair of bitlines (BL/BLB) is replaced with two sense amplifiers (one with BL/Vref

and another with BLB/Vref). The complexity associated with these changes to the memory array

makes this architecture not very practical to implement on a large scale.

In this article, we propose CoMeFa RAMs, which are compute-capable SRAMs, specifically tar-

geted for FPGAs. CoMeFa RAMs exploit the dual-portedness of FPGA BRAMs instead of activating

multiple wordlines.

2.2 DL-Optimized FPGAs

The FPGA industry has deployed many DL-specific modifications to the FPGA architecture in

recent years. Specialized vector processors for DL acceleration are integrated in the Xilinx Versal

family of FPGAs [54]. Intel’s Stratix 10 NX FPGAs have in-fabric AI tensor blocks [35]. Achronix

Speedster7t FPGAs [1] have embedded machine learning processor blocks that have an array of

multipliers, an adder tree, and accumulators.Recent FPGAs have also introduced native support

for the fp16 and bfloat16 data formats in DSP slices.

Several academic research ideas to enhance FPGA architecture for DL have also been proposed.

Eldafrawy et al. [15] proposed improvements to the LB architecture, including incorporating a

shadow multiplier in LBs. Boutros et al. [11] suggest strengthening DSP blocks by efficiently sup-

porting low-precision multiplications. DSP slice modifications such as including a register file for

data reuse are proposed by Rasoulinezhad et al. [42]. New blocks called Tensor slices were proposed

to be added to FPGAs by Arora et al. [5, 8].

In this article, we propose converting BRAMs on FPGAs to CoMeFa RAMs to enhance the com-

pute throughput of FPGAs while reducing the dependency on programmable routing, to make

them more efficient DL accelerators.

3 PROPOSAL: COMEFA RAMS

In this section, we describe the architecture and design of CoMeFa RAMs. We explain the changes

made to BRAMs to convert them to CoMeFa RAMs. We consider a BRAM size of 20 kilobits as in
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Fig. 2. High-level operation of CoMeFa

RAM shown for 4-bit operands and a 4-bit

result.

Fig. 3. Top-level logical diagram of an FPGA BRAM [57]

with added/modified blocks for CoMeFa RAM highlighted

in red.

the modern Intel FPGAs, with support for single-port, simple dual-port, and true dual-port modes,

with 512 × 40 being the shallowest and widest configuration. This BRAM has a physical geometry

of 128 rows × 160 columns with a column multiplexing factor of 4 [36, 49]. Even though we use

BRAM sizes, geometries, and modes from Intel FPGAs, our proposal is not specific to a vendor.

BRAMs from other vendors, such as Xilinx, may have slightly different sizes and geometries, but

our proposal will work as long as the BRAMs support dual-port modes.

3.1 High-Level Operation

At a high level, converting BRAMs into CoMeFa RAMs requires adding PEs to the sense amplifiers

inside the BRAM block, as shown in Figure 2. The architecture of a PE can vary depending on

the type of computations being targeted. The PEs are fed operands by reading multiple wordlines.

They perform the required computation, and the result is written back into another wordline.Note

that each PE requires 2 bits (one of each operand) in one cycle. All computation is done in a bitwise

manner, using a transposed data layout. Figure 2 shows how operands are stored, read, computed

on, and the result stored back. Consider an example of bitwise ANDing of the elements of two

arrays (array length = 160 and element width = 4 bits). Each element is stored in a column, 1 bit

in one row. This is called a transposed layout. Elements of array 1 are stored in rows i , i + 1, i + 2,

and i + 3. Elements of array 2 are stored in rows j, j + 1, j + 2, and j + 3. A total of eight rows

and 160 columns are required to store both arrays. In one cycle, rows i and j are read, each PE

computes the AND of 2 bits, and the result is stored in row k . This process is repeated four times

with increasing row addresses, and the final result is available, after four cycles, in rows k , k + 1,

k + 2, and k + 3. Note that 160 operations are done in parallel in each cycle.

3.2 Implementation Options and Changes to the BRAM

To achieve the high-level operation described previously, different aspects of the BRAM need to

be modified. For each aspect, there are multiple design options. Table 1 lists the implementation

options we consider. The following sections explain each aspect and our design decisions.

Our goal is to minimize the number of changes done to the BRAM to make the CoMeFa RAM de-

sign easily adoptable. Figure 3 shows a top-level diagram of an FPGA BRAM, with blocks mod-

ified/added for CoMeFa shown with a red outline. The sense amplifiers and write drivers are
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Table 1. Implementation Options (the Option Used in This Work Is Presented in Bold Type)

Objective Options

Processing paradigm
• Bit-parallel

• Bit-serial

Obtaining two operands

• Activating one wordline and storing bits

• Storing operands in separate banks

• Activating two wordlines together

• Using dual-ported memory

Number of PEs and SAs

• # PEs = # SAs = Number of bitlines

• # PEs = # SAs = Number of datalines

• Or something in between

Distinguishing between data and

instructions

• Write to a special address

• Add a new signal on the interface

Transposing the data

• In soft logic

• In DRAM controller

• Use RAM with transposable cells

Programming the CoMeFa RAM
• Workload-specific state machine

• Stored program

SA, sense amplifier.

modified to add and connect the PEs. Sequencing logic that sequences the events of the read/write

operations (wordline activation, precharge, sense amp enable, etc.) in the memory is modified. This

is done to support reading and writing in one cycle. Some additional logic (comparator, mode con-

figuration bit, multiplexers in front of row decoders) is also added. The memory array itself stays

unmodified. The following sections explain each change in detail.

3.3 Processing Paradigm

There are two paradigms we can choose between to convert a BRAM into CoMeFa RAM: bit-

parallel and bit-serial. Bit-parallel computing is the conventional paradigm in which multiple bits

of one data element are processed every cycle. As an example, a conventional bit-parallel processor

will take 128 steps to perform an elementwise sum of two arrays with 128 16-bit elements, using 16-

bit PEs (adders). We could add bit-parallel PEs—for example, 16-bit fixed-point adders or floating-

point multipliers—in the RAM [19]. However, this means that the precisions supported by the

PE have to be pre-determined, thereby reducing the flexibility of the block. Additionally, using

bit-parallel PEs means restricting the location of data to be aligned to certain bitlines. Bit-growth

during addition and multiplication operations can cause additional challenges. This paradigm is

low in utility because it will not be very different from directly connecting a BRAM and a DSP

slice.

Bit-serial computing, however, is commonly used for DSP and has been used on FPGAs as well

[33, 34]. The main idea is to process 1 bit of multiple data elements every cycle. For the preceding

example, a bit-serial processor with 128 PEs would complete the operation of adding the two arrays

in 16 steps as it processes the arrays bit-by-bit instead of element-by-element. Adding bit-serial PEs

in the RAM makes the block a more generic computing unit. The PEs are agnostic to precision,

which is useful for evolving applications like DL. The data has to be laid out in a transposed manner

(bits of an operand located in a bitline instead of a wordline), to feed an operand into the PE 1 bit

at a time. Adding bit-serial PEs to a BRAM converts the BRAM into a SIMD engine with a high

vectorization width—up to 160 (in the case of Intel FPGA BRAMs that we consider) when one

PE is added for each bitline. The main disadvantage of the bit-serial is that each operation takes

many cycles, implying higher latency. However, this latency can be hidden/overlapped with other

operations in data-parallel applications like DL. We add bit-serial PEs in CoMeFa RAMs.
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3.4 Obtaining Two Operands

To perform computation, each bit-serial PE needs 1 bit from each operand. There are multiple ways

to achieve this. The first method, based on Computational RAM [16], involves adding flip-flops in

the PE (see Figure 1(a)). The row (wordline) containing the first operand’s bits is read and the bits

are stored in the flip-flops in the PEs. The row containing the second operand’s bits is read in the

next cycle and the computation is then performed. The results are stored back in another row in

the third cycle. This increases the area of the PE, and also leads to a multi-cycle operation, reducing

the speedup that can be obtained for applications.

In the second method, data can be stored such that each operand exists in a different bank of the

RAM. The two banks can be accessed simultaneously. This requires the RAM to be implemented

using two banks and also places a restriction on the data layout—that the two operands cannot be

in the same bank.

The third method is based on logic-in-memory [28] (see Figure 1(b)). In this method, two word-

lines containing bits of the two operands are activated at the same time. This needs changing the

memory array, has robustness issues, and, as mentioned in Section 2, is not very practical on a

large scale.

The fourth method that we propose in this work uses dual-ported RAMs. Two bits, one from

each operand, are read by the two ports’ sense amplifiers and fed to the two operands to the PE.

This costs additional area for the second port, but FPGA BRAMs are already dual-ported, so this

does not add any additional area in the case of FPGAs. Although in the logical diagram of Figure 3

the peripheral circuitry of the two ports of the RAM (decoders, write drivers, sense amplifiers, etc.)

are shown in diagrammatically opposite parts of the figure, in a typical physical layout of a RAM

block they are adjacent to each other. This ensures the practicality of adding a set of PEs fed by

both sets of sense amplifiers.

3.5 Modes, Stages and Phases

As shown in Figure 3, a new configuration SRAM cell is added which decides the mode of operation

of a CoMeFa RAM block. A CoMeFa RAM can operate in two modes:

— Memory mode: In this mode, CoMeFa RAM behaves as a conventional BRAM with no change

in functionality. In this mode, the FPGA programmer can flexibly configure the number of

ports and the width/depth of the BRAM.

— Hybrid mode: If this mode is enabled at configuration time, the CoMeFa RAM can be used

for computation as well as storage. In this mode, the RAM is automatically configured to

its maximum width (512 × 40) to maximize the read/write throughput for populating the

memory array with input data and reading the results.

Operations on CoMeFa RAMs typically happen in three stages:

— Data loading stage: Input data is stored in a transposed format into the memory array in this

stage.

— Compute stage: In this stage, the CoMeFa RAM is instructed to read source operand rows,

perform computation in the PEs, and write the results to a destination row.

— Data unloading stage: Results can be read out in this stage by reading them from any address

in the memory array.

A clock cycle during computation has three phases. In the first phase, two rows containing

operand bits are read by activating the corresponding wordlines. In the second phase, the logic

gates in the PE compute the result. In the third phase, the result is stored back by activating a

wordline. This leads to a longer clock period, compared to typical BRAM.
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3.6 Number of PEs and Sense Amplifiers

BRAMs typically employ column multiplexing [36, 49] for improving the detection and correction

of transient errors in memory cells, and also to reduce the number of signals or wires to the pro-

grammable routing in FPGAs. The memory array layout is roughly square (the number of bitcells

in the x-direction is similar to the number of bitcells in the y-direction). When reading, column

multiplexers select a smaller number of cells from those along a wordline, based on the address in-

put. When no column multiplexing is present, the number of sense amplifiers in the RAM is equal

to the number of bitlines. When column multiplexing is present, the number of sense amplifiers

in the RAM is equal to the number of datalines (i.e., number of data signals on the RAM interface).

When adding compute-in-memory capabilities into RAMs, the number of PEs and sense amplifiers

is an architectural design involving area-delay tradeoffs. For CoMeFa RAMs, we explore two ar-

chitectures at the ends of the area-delay design space (evaluating other candidates in this space is

future work) as discussed next.

CoMeFa-D. In this architecture, we add additional sense amplifiers and write drivers to enable

reading and writing a row in all columns (bitline pairs) together. A PE is added below each column.

This is similar to the architecture used in other works [2, 14, 53]. During physical design/implemen-

tation, PEs should be laid out so that they pitch-match with the SRAM cells (and sense amplifiers

and write drivers) for a bitline pair (BL and BLB), which can be challenging. There are 160 sense

amplifiers and write drivers per port and 160 PEs. This provides a parallelism of 160 operations

done in one clock cycle (slightly longer than the baseline BRAM’s clock period) at the cost of high

area overhead. This architecture is more practical than CCB because multiple wordlines are not

activated simultaneously on a port and voltage reduction is not required for robustness.

CoMeFa-A. In this architecture, the number of sense amplifiers and write drivers stays the same

as the baseline. A PE (different from the one in CoMeFa-D) is added below each multiplexed col-

umn (i.e., one PE for each dataline). An optimization technique called sense amp cycling [46] is

employed to sequentially sense multiplexed column bits in an extended clock cycle. There are 40

sense amplifiers and write drivers per port, and 40 PEs in the RAM. This provides a parallelism of

160 operations done in one extended clock cycle, thereby trading off delay for area. This extended

clock cycle is not a major concern though, since critical paths in most circuits usually include

routing and LBs, and very rarely include BRAMs that can run at much higher frequencies. This

architecture has the highest practicality among CCB and CoMeFa variations because it retains

column multiplexing.

3.7 PE Architecture

The next aspect of converting BRAMs to CoMeFa RAMs is to identify the architecture of the PE.

The PE can be a simple logic gate, in which case the CoMeFa RAM would be capable of only

performing logical operations, and hence would not be very useful for DL applications. Instead,

using a bit-serial adder (two inputs, 1-bit full-adder, one carry flip-flop, one output) as the PE

enables arithmetic operations like addition and multiplication (by repeated addition). This is the

core of the PE in the work of Eckert et al. [14] and Wang et al. [53]. Additional logic is provided

for predication to enable cases where operations in some columns (or bitlines) need to be masked.

The PE architecture used in CoMeFa RAM extends from this and adds additional features like

configurability and BRAM-to-BRAM connections.

Figure 4(a) shows the structure of PE added to each column of the memory in CoMeFa-D. On

the read path, A and B are the bits of the two operands read from the memory at sense amplifiers

SA1 and SA2 of the two ports. Multiplexer TR evaluates a logical function of A and B, depending

on the inputs TR0, TR1, TR2, TR3 (truth table). If a 2-bit addition is required, the truth table bits

will correspond to that of an XOR gate. The TR mux is basically like a two-input dynamic LUT that
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Fig. 4. PE for CoMeFa-D. RWL, read wordline; SA, sense amplifier; WWL, write wordline; WD, write driver;

Rd, read; Wr, write.

can be configured every cycle. The output of TR goes through another XOR gate (X) to generate

the addition of the input bits (S), including the previous cycle’s carry. Gates to generate the carry

(CGEN) are also present. The carry is stored in the carry latch (C) and can be used in the following

cycle’s computation. If an addition operation is not required, the carry latch is reset with C_RST=1,

which enables X to pass the output of TR transparently to the S wire. C_EN=0 disables the latch

so it keeps the old value. The read outputs A and B are also sent to d_out1 and d_out2, which is

the normal read path.

On the write path, three-input multiplexers W1 and W2 are added before the write drivers of

the two ports. These multiplexers determine the sources for the write operation. W1 can select

between the S, the input data port d_in1 (normal write operation), and the value read from the

right neighboring PE (used during left shift operation). W2 can select between the carry, the input

data port d_in2 (normal write operation), and the value read from the left neighboring PE (used

during the right shift operation).

Figure 4(b) shows a waveform view of the sequence of operations in one clock cycle for CoMeFa-

D. After the bitlines are pre-charged, the read operation is performed by activating the read word-

line and asserting sense amplifier enable. The PEs compute on the values read by the sense ampli-

fier. The results are written by activating the write wordline and asserting write driver enable.

The output of multiplexer TR is also stored in a special latch called M and is called mask. Predi-

cation logic allows enabling/disabling the write drivers (WD1 and WD2). For this, a multiplexer (P)

is added to select the signal that will enable/disable the write drivers. The mask, carry, not-carry,

and VDD (logic 1; default) can be selected. This helps CoMeFa RAMs mask writing the results

based on various conditions, like the value of the mask or the carry bit, to support multiplications

and floating-point operations. The wps1/2 signals decide which port’s write path is activated for

a given cycle.

Figure 5(a) shows the structure of PE added to each multiplexed column of the memory in

CoMeFa-A. All the labels have the same meaning as the PE described previously. The number of

C and M latches changes to 4, and there are four additional latches for S. On each port, 4 column-

multiplexed bits are read and two results are written back in an extended clock cycle. In the read

phase of the cycle, the brown bitline pairs from each port are sensed first. The resulting S bit is

stored in latch S1, carry bit C is stored in the latch C1, and mask bit M is stored in latch M1. This

is repeated for red, green, and purple bitline pairs successively. All Sn, Cn, and Mn latches get up-

dated in this process. Then, in the write phase of the cycle, results for the brown and red bitlines
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Fig. 5. PE for CoMeFa-A. RWL, read wordline; SA, sense amplifier; WWL, write wordline; WD, write driver;

Rd, read; Wr, write.

Fig. 6. Instruction format for CoMeFa RAMs.

are written using the write drivers of the two ports, followed by the green and purple ones. This

is shown in Figure 5(b). Clocks in the PE are driven by signals derived from the sense amplifier

enable pulses. The paths in the PE do not add any additional delay to the extended clock from

sense amplifier cycling.

3.8 Instructions

An instruction is defined as a bit vector whose bits tell the CoMeFa RAM and the PE what to do

in each cycle. The CoMeFa RAM instruction is 40 bits, and the format is shown in Figure 6. The

field names in the instruction are self-explanatory. They directly drive the corresponding signals

in the PE (e.g., predicate bits are applied to the select lines of the multiplexer P). The src1_row,

src2_row, and dst_row bits are used for activating the first operand row on Port A, the second

operand row on Port B, and the row at which results will be stored, respectively. These addresses

are fed to the appropriate row decoders at the right time in the clock cycle by the sequencing logic

in the CoMeFa RAM using the multiplexers shown in Figure 3. Instructions are generated using

instruction generation logic and fed to the CoMeFa RAMs. Section 3.14 will discuss the various

ways of achieving this.

3.9 Distinguishing Between Data and Instructions

As mentioned in Section 3.5, in Hybrid mode, the CoMeFa RAM can be used for computation as

well as storage. So, in this mode, we need a way to distinguish between compute operations (send-

ing instructions to the RAM) and storage operations. We consider two options for this. In the first

option, a special address (0x1FF) is reserved to signal sending instructions to the RAM, similar to

the work of Wang et al. [53]. Data written to this address is treated as an instruction. Accessing

other addresses is done normally, used for storing operands and reading results. A comparator

is added to Port A’s address signal to check for this address (see Figure 3). One limitation of this
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method is that the special address (0x1FF) cannot hold data anymore. This can be a problem espe-

cially when an application needs to store data on all addresses of the RAM. As a workaround, data

can be written to another address first and then copied or moved to the special address internally

in the BRAM using a compute instruction.

The second option we consider is to use a dedicated signal on the RAM interface that when

asserted indicates that the data written into the RAM be treated as an instruction. This does not

need adding an extra signal on the RAM interface because existing signals can be reused. In Hybrid

mode, the BRAM is configured into its widest mode (512 × 40). So, 9 address bits are required. In

other modes (like 1024 × 20 or 2048 × 10), there are more address bits (10 in 1024 × 20 and 11 in

2048 × 10), and those address bits are unused in the widest mode. We propose reusing one of these

bits to denote that the data bus contains instructions.

Both methods do not have any impact on the performance of the CoMeFa RAM. The results

from our evaluation are independent of which method is used.

3.10 RAM-to-RAM Chaining

CoMeFa RAMs provide the capability of performing left-shift and right-shift operations efficiently.

Shifts are single operand operations. For a left (right) shift operation, the source operand row is

read into the PEs, each PE’s W1 (W2) mux is configured to select the bit read from the right (left)

neighboring PE, and that bit is written into the destination row. For CoMeFa-A, shifting values

from a bitline pair to another bitline pair within the same column multiplexer is also supported,

by decoding the write_sel bits of the instructions and setting the select lines of W1 and W2

muxes appropriately. Direct links connecting top and bottom neighboring CoMeFa RAMs are pro-

vided to allow for shifting data between the corner PEs in each CoMeFa RAM. These connections

can provide a much easier way to perform inter-CoMeFa RAM communication and obtain even

more parallelism. Figure 7 shows the pins on a CoMeFa RAM required to provide these direct

connections between CoMeFa RAMs, along with the details of the shift operation support inside

each PE. These connections are similar to carry chains in LBs and cascade chains in DSP slices

in modern FPGAs. Xilinx FPGAs have direct BRAM-to-BRAM interconnections as well. If unidi-

rectional wiring is used, four additional pins would be required on the CoMeFa RAM to allow for

shifting in both directions. To minimize this overhead, we choose to provide bidirectional wires

controlled by tri-state switches, because at one time, shifting in only one direction is required. The

tri-state switches are controlled by a signal decoded from the write_sel* and wps* bits, because

they govern the shift direction.

3.11 Transposing the Data

As mentioned in Section 3.1, data has to be stored in a transposed layout in CoMeFa RAMs for

computation. There are multiple methods that can be used for transposing data. The first method

is to modify the memory array to use transposable bitcells, similar to that in the work of Wang et

al. [51]. This approach is also referred to as Transpose Memory Units in the work of Eckert et al.

[14]. This requires extensive modification to the RAM and also increases the area significantly, so

we do not pursue this approach.

Another method is to design logic to transpose data and implement it in soft logic. We refer to

this as a swizzle module (or swizzle logic) that can read data from DRAM, transpose it, and write

it a CoMeFa RAM on-the-fly. The architecture of the swizzle logic, shown in Figure 8, employs

a ping-pong buffer FIFO. Untransposed data read from DRAM is written in order into the ping

part of the FIFO (depth = 40 elements). When the ping part is full, a transposed word (a bit slice

from 40 elements) can be read and written into consecutive bitlines on the same wordline in a

CoMeFa RAM, and new data from DRAM is written into the pong part. After the pong part is
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Fig. 7. CoMeFa RAM supports shifting within a

block and across blocks using chaining.

Fig. 8. Swizzle logic to load non-transposed data

from DRAM directly into CoMeFa RAM in a trans-

posed layout (N = 40).

full, transposed data is read from the pong part and written into a CoMeFa RAM, and new data

from DRAM is now written into the ping part again. This process continues until the required

data has been populated into CoMeFa RAMs. Similarly, transposed data can be read from CoMeFa

RAMs and stored into DRAM in untransposed form using swizzle logic. We use this method in our

evaluation.

The swizzle module is mapped to LBs. So, for an application that is already bound by LB us-

age, this can be a concern. There are multiple ways to reduce dependence on swizzle modules by

avoiding the need for transpose, such as OOOR operations (Section 3.13), popcount-based addition

[53], and storing pre-transposed values in CoMeFa RAMs for static data like weights of a neural

network during inference.

A third method is based on the realization that transposing data is only needed when read-

ing/writing from/to the DRAM. Modern FPGAs have hardened DRAM controllers integrated into

them. So, transpose logic (like the swizzle module) could be hardened into a DRAM controller.

We plan to explore this in the future. Our current baseline FPGA does not have a hard memory

controller.

3.12 Variable Precision Support

Hardware in CoMeFa RAM PEs is not specific to any numerical precision. A different sequence

of instructions is all that is required to compute in a different precision. The sequences for fixed-

point addition, multiplication, and in-RAM reduction are the same as those in the work of Eckert

et al. [14]. Addition for n-bit operands takes n + 1 cycles. Multiplication of n-bit operands takes

n2+3n−2 cycles. CoMeFa RAMs can natively support floating-point precisions as well, as opposed

to CCB [53]. We adopt the floating-point algorithms for addition and multiplication from FloatPIM

[21]. The CoMeFa RAM PE can perform all the steps in the sequences because (1) carry and not-

carry are used in the predication logic, (2) mask is populated from the output of the programmable

multiplexer TR instead of just A or B, and (3) operations like XOR can be performed easily using

TR and the truth_table fields in the instruction. The approximate number of cycles consumed

for floating-point multiplication and addition are M2+7M +3E+5 and 2ME+9M +7E+12, where

M = number of mantissa bits and E = number of exponent bits.

3.13 OOOR Operations

In Section 3.8, two operands were stored inside the RAM. However, in many cases, an optimization

can be applied—one of the operands can be outside the RAM (e.g., multiplying an array of numbers

(stored in the RAM) with a scalar operand (outside the RAM)). We call these OOOR operations. This

method saves space inside the RAM. Without OOOR, in the multiplication example, we would need

to replicate the scalar operand in each column. This method allows easy inspection of outside
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Fig. 9. Steps to perform A×X

and B×Y.

ALGORITHM 1: Naive dot

product

Input: A, X , B, Y
Output: Z

PV = 0
PW = 0
for i = 0 to pr ecision do

Calculate Vi

PW + = (Vi << i )
end for
for i = 0 to pr ecision do

Calculate Wi

PW + = (Wi << i )
end for
Z = PV + PW

ALGORITHM 2: Intelligent dot

product

Input: A, X , B, Y
Output: Z

Calculate temp = A + B
for i = 0 to pr ecision do

if Xi , Yi == 2′b11 then
Z+ = (temp << i )

else if Xi , Yi == 2′b10 then
Z+ = (A << i )

else if Xi , Yi == 2′b10 then
Z+ = (B << i )

else N o Chanдe
end if

end for

operand’s bits, thereby enabling efficient algorithms. For example, in the normal shift-and-add-

based multiplication explained in the work of Eckert et al. [14], if a bit in the scalar operand is 0,

cycles are still consumed, which can be avoided by using OOOR. In the average case, half of the

bits will be 0, and therefore the number of cycles can be reduced by 50%. Efficient algorithms like

Booth multiplication can also be deployed. A simple way to perform OOOR operations is to have a

row of ones and a row of zeros in the RAM and use that as a proxy for bits in the operand outside

the RAM. Alternatively, we can send appropriate truth table (TR) bits to the PE in CoMeFa RAMs to

achieve the same goal. Overall, OOOR operations make the PEs more powerful by expressing two

(or three) operand operations as one (or two) operand operations.

We apply OOOR to design an efficient algorithm for dot product operations where one of the

vector’s elements is common to all columns. This is useful in many applications like matrix vec-

tor multiplication and Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. Consider the case where a weight

vector [X ,Y ,Z ,W ] needs to be multiplied with multiple vectors [A,B,C,D], [E, F ,G,H ], ... and

each vector is stored in a different column of the RAM. The weight vector does not need to be

stored in the RAM but can be outside the RAM and inspected in the instruction generation logic

to generate appropriate instructions. To simplify, let us see how AX + BY can be calculated as the

building block operation in one column. Figure 9 pictorially shows the evaluation of partial sums

PV and PW . In a naive algorithm, PV will be calculated first and then PW . So, now we have both

PV and PW in the same column in the RAM. They will be added to get the result. This algorithm

is shown in Algorithm 1 and can be done using OOOR with X and Y being outside the RAM, and

will provide a speedup of 2× on average assuming that half the bits are zeros.

In our intelligent algorithm (shown in Algorithm 2), we first calculate A + B (and call it temp).

So, now we have A, B, and A + B (temp) in the column. When X and Y are outside the RAM, we

can inspect bitsX [0] and Y [0] together. If they are 11, we addA+B (temp) to the result. If they are

10, we add X to the result. If they are 01, we add Y to the result. If they are 00, we do nothing. We

do this successively for all bit locations of X and Y . When adding to the partial result each time,

we add the correct rows to effectively do the shifts required during a normal multiplication. This

algorithm provides a speedup of 2× compared to Algorithm 1, and up to 4× compared to the naive

multiply-then-add algorithm.

For OOOR operations, the data outside the RAM does not need to be transposed, thereby saving

some swizzle logic. There are some disadvantages to using OOOR operations as well. The instruc-

tion generation logic becomes more complex. A lesser reduction in energy consumption should be

expected, because of additional control logic outside the RAM and because of higher dependency

on programmable routing. Since the instruction generation logic takes different paths based on
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Fig. 10. Programming CoMeFa RAMs.

the data, the opportunities of sharing it across many CoMeFa RAMs may drop depending on the

application.

3.14 Programming CoMeFa RAMs

Programming a CoMeFa RAM means sending it a sequence of instructions to perform a given

operation. We consider two methods for programming CoMeFa RAM. In both methods, multiple

CoMeFa RAMs can share instruction generation logic to amortize its cost. However, doing so can

increase the fanout and reduce frequency.

First, we use a Finite State Machine (FSM) implemented in soft logic to generate instructions,

similar to Wang et al. [53]. This is shown in Figure 10(a). This method leads to an efficient imple-

mentation because the FSM can be customized to (or hardcoded for) specific requirements of an

application. However, this method is tedious because designing an FSM to generate instructions

for bit-serial operations is not easy.

To improve programmer productivity, we also consider a stored program method, inspired by

Compute RAMs [9]. This is shown in Figure 10(b). For this method, we define macro-instructions

for the various operations supported by the CoMeFa RAMs. Table 2 shows the list of macro-

instructions (or opcodes) we support. The ram[x] notation refers to an operand stored in the

CoMeFa RAM at row x. The out[x] notation refers to an operand outside the RAM. The con-

troller currently supports selecting an operand from nine values outside the CoMeFa RAM using

multiplexing logic. A macro-instruction ending in _ooor means that at least one of the operands

is outside the RAM. Each operation is done for the precision specified in the macro-instruction

(using a field ending in _prec). The address specified in the instruction refers to the row number

of the least significant bit of the operand. The dot_prod operations performs a ∗ x + b ∗ y. Since

there are only 40 bits in a macro-instruction, and we need more than 40 bits to express all operands

of this instruction, we make an assumption that the x is laid out right after a and y is laid out right

after b. This is why we have ram[src3+prec] and ram[src1+prec] in the instruction description.

An assembler (written in Python) converts a program written using these macro-instructions

into a binary format. This binary data is loaded into a BRAM (either at configuration time or at

runtime). An instruction controller (implemented in soft logic) fetches macro-instructions from

the BRAM, decodes them, and sends instructions to the CoMeFa RAMs.

Not all applications need to use all the macro-instructions supported by CoMeFa RAMs. For ex-

ample, an application that performs elementwise operations may only need the add and mulmacro-

instructions. To support this, we create an instruction controller generator (written in Python). A

user can generate an instruction controller that only supports the macro-instructions they need.

This keeps the instruction controller lean and lowers the overhead.

The hardware for executing some macro-instructions such as reduce can be complex. Providing

support for such macro-instructions in the controller will make it complicated. Instead, for such
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Table 2. Macro-Instructions Supported by Our Assembler

Instruction Operands Semantics

add
dst, dst_prec, src2, src2_prec, src1,
src1_prec

ram[dst +: dst_prec]← ram[src2 +: src2_prec] + ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

add_ooor
dst, dst_prec, src2, src2_prec, src1,
src1_prec

ram[dst +: dst_prec]← out[src2 +: src2_prec] + ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

mul
dst, dst_prec, src2, src2_prec, src1,
src1_prec

ram[dst +: dst_prec]← ram[src2 +: src2_prec] × ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

mul_ooor
dst_prec, src2, src2_prec, src1,
src1_prec

ram[dst +: dst_prec]← out[src2 +: src2_prec] × ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

logical dst, src2, src1, prec, op ram[dst +: dst_prec]← ram[src2 +: src2_prec] op ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

logical_ooor dst, src2, src1, prec, op ram[dst +: dst_prec]← out[src2 +: src2_prec] op ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

shift dst, src, dir, shamt, prec ram[dst +: prec]← ram[src +: prec] left or right shifted by shamt

dot_prod
dst, dst_prec, src3, src3_prec, src1,
src1_prec

ram[dst +: dst_prec]← ram[src3+src3_prec +: src3_prec] × ram[src3 +:
src3_prec] + ram[src1+src1_prec +: src1_prec] × ram[src1 +: src1_prec]

dot_prod_ooor
dst, dst_prec, src4, src3, src2, src1,
src_prec

ram[dst +: dst_prec]← out[src4 +: src_prec] × ram[src3 +: src_prec] +
out[src2 +: src_prec] × ram[src1 +: src_prec]

reduce dst, src, levels, prec
internally reduce operands (each of precision prec) located across CoMeFa
RAM levels times

unload src, count unload data from ram[src] to ram[src+count] from the ram

init (set/reset) dst, pattern, count ram[dst+count] to ram[dst]← pattern

set_mask src mask register in PE← ram[src]

nop count No operation for count cycles

Note that +: has a meaning similar to Verilog’s index part-select operator. For example, data[24 +: 8] is the same as

data[31:24].

macro-instructions, we move the burden to the assembler. The assembler converts these complex

macro-instructions into a sequence of simple macro-instructions such as add and shift. So, the

controller only supports simple macro-instructions and stays lean.

In some applications, the program can be very small (a few macro-instructions). In such cases,

using a BRAM to store a few instructions is wasteful. A user can map the binary to distributed RAM

in LBs instead of a BRAM. However, in some cases, the program can be very long and may exceed

the number of instructions that can be stored in a BRAM. In the applications we evaluated, this was

never the case. But, in the future, to reduce the size of the program, we plan to support a macro-

instruction (repeat) that will implement hardware loops. Support for floating-point operations in

the controller is also planned.

To make adoption of CoMeFa RAMs even easier by users, a compiler could be developed that

would translate a DNN application (or a part of it) written in Python or C into macro-instructions.

Such a compiler would identify the best parallelism distribution across CoMeFa RAM blocks, per-

form data allocation in memory rows, keep track of the lifetime of each data, and eventually gener-

ate macro-instructions (add, mul, etc.). The assembler would then convert these macro-instructions

to the binary format, which will be then be decoded and executed by the instruction controller. We

leave the development of this compiler as future work.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Tools and Methods Used

The Verilog-to-Routing (VTR) tool flow [38] is used to evaluate and compare FPGA architectures.

VTR synthesizes, places, and routes a given benchmark design on the given FPGA architecture and

generates resource usage, area, and timing reports. To obtain the area and delay values for the var-

ious components of the FPGA, including CoMeFa RAMs, to enter them in the FPGA architecture

model for VTR experiments, we use COFFE [56]. When running COFFE, we used a cost factor of

area ∗ delay2 as it reflects the greater emphasis on delay compared to area, which is typical of

modern high-performance FPGAs. COFFE-based SPICE simulations use 22-nm libraries from the
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Table 3. Properties of the Baseline FPGA Architecture (Intel Arria 10 GX 900 Like)

Resource Count Percentage Area

Logic blocks 33,962 66

DSP slices 1,518 18

Block RAMs 2,423 15

DRAM bandwidth 2,048 bits/clock

Channel width 300

predictive technology model [50]. We also perform SPICE simulations using FreePDK45 [40] for a

circuit containing one bitline pair, two wordline circuits, and two memory cells, with other tran-

sistor and wire loads modeled. This is done to get more confidence that the read+compute+write

operation of CoMeFa RAMs works, and to validate the numbers obtained from COFFE.

We develop a cycle-accurate behavioral model of CoMeFa RAM to use in functional simulations.

This model is written in System Verilog and has the exact same interface (input and output signals)

as a CoMeFa RAM hard block in the FPGA architecture model for VTR experiments. Both the

storage and compute modes are modeled, by accurately capturing the functionality of the PE and

the RAM array. Synopsys VCS and Xilinx Vivado’s integrated simulator are used for functional

verification of all designs (e.g., designs for benchmarks) used during the evaluation.

We use an analytical model to estimate energy consumption. We add transistor energy and wire

energy. For transistor energy, we calculate the energy based on the number of transistors in each

block (obtained from the area consumed by the block from VTR). For wire energy, we use wire

energy numbers (fJ/mm) from Keckler et al. [32], scale them to 22-nm technology node using the

work of Stillmaker and Baas [45], and multiply that with the total routing wirelength from VTR.

We use an activity factor of 0.1.

4.2 Baseline vs. Proposed Architectures

We use an Intel Arria 10–like FPGA architecture as the baseline with the same resources as Arria

10 GX900 [25] (Table 3). Arria 10 FPGAs [24] use a technology node (20 nm) similar to our setup

(22 nm). Arria 10 GX900 has 96 transceiver channels that support up to 17.4 Gbps [26]. We assume

that a four-port full-width soft HMC (Hybrid Memory Cube) controller [22] is implemented on the

FPGA to provide a DRAM bandwidth of 2,048 bits/clock. Resources consumed by the controller

are not used to map the applications to the FPGA. FPGAs with a higher BRAM:DSP ratio will see

even more benefits by converting BRAMs to CoMeFa RAMs.

We use the VTR FPGA architecture used in previous work [7] to make a baseline architecture

model. We run COFFE simulations on an Arria 10–like DSP to identify its delay and area. We get

delay and areas of a 20 Kb BRAM from COFFE (by interpolating between 16K and 32K). We scale

these results based on the DSP and BRAM delays specified by Intel [23]. The DSP slice works at 630

MHz in fixed-point mode and 550 MHz in floating-point mode. The BRAM works at 735 MHz in

single-port, simple dual-port, and true dual-port modes. The proposed FPGA architecture models

(CoMeFa-D and CoMeFa-A) differ from the baseline in having CoMeFa RAMs instead of normal

BRAMs.

4.3 Benchmarks

We create Verilog designs for several diverse applications to use as microbenchmarks (Table 4).

These include DL (matrix vector multiplication (General Matrix Vector Multiplication

(GEMV)), matrix matrix multiplication (General Matrix Matrix Multiplication (GEMM)), 2D

convolution (Conv2D), reduction, elementwise multiplication (Elt Mul), Rectified Linear Unit

(ReLU) activation), signal processing (FIR filter or 1D convolution), and bitwise applications
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Table 4. List of Microbenchmarks Used for Evaluation

Microbenchmark Domain
Scenario

Created
Storage Precision

GEMV DL CB DRAM 8-bit

GEMM DL CB DRAM 8-bit

Conv2D DL CB DRAM 8-bit

FIR Filter Signal Processing CB DRAM 16-bit

Elt Mult DL DBB DRAM HFP8

Bitwise-Search Databases OMB BRAM 16-bit

Bitwise-RAID Data Center OMB BRAM 20-bit

ReLU DL OMB BRAM 16-bit

Reduction DL OMB BRAM Multiple

CB, compute bound; OMB, on-chip memory-bandwidth bound; DBB, DRAM bandwidth bound.

(database search and RAID array data recovery). We manually map the applications to CoMeFa

RAMs and instantiate the CoMeFa RAM blocks in Verilog RTL. During functional verification, a

simulation model of CoMeFa RAM is used. We create different scenarios (compute bound, DRAM

bandwidth bound, and on-chip memory bound) in these applications. Additionally, we evaluate

the impact of adding CoMeFa RAMs on the performance of real-world DNNs from three common

types: fully connected networks (Multi-Level Perceptron (MLP)), RNNs (LSTM and GRU), and Con-

volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (Tiny Darknet and ResNet).

GEMV and GEMM. GEMV and GEMM are fundamental operations in DL applications. They

are used in MLPs, LSTMs, and many other DNNs. We consider a GEMV workload where a weight

matrix of size 2048 × 512 is multiplied with an input vector of size 512 × 1, and a GEMM work-

load where a weight matrix of size 1536 × 512 is multiplied with an input matrix of size 512 × 32.

These are sizes from actual layers in DeepBench benchmarks [39]. Eight-bit integer precision with

27-bit accumulation is used. On the baseline FPGA, compute units are implemented using efficient

chaining of DSPs. On the proposed FPGA, compute units based on CoMeFa RAMs are additionally

deployed, because many RAM blocks are available after mapping the baseline design on the pro-

posed FPGA. The efficient OOOR-based dot product algorithm, described in Section 3.13, is used.

Partial sums are read out from the CoMeFa blocks and accumulated using a pipelined bit-serial

tree [34]. No online data transpose is required—the weight matrix is transposed offline and pinned

into CoMeFa RAM blocks; the input is streamed and does not need to be transposed because it is

outside the RAM. Since both DSP-based and CoMeFa-based compute units are used, a reduction

in data movement is not expected.

Convolution. The convolution operation forms the backbone of CNNs. We consider a convo-

lution layer with the following parameters: Input—Height = 72, Width = 72, Channels = 128; Fil-

ters—Height = 2, Width = 2, Number = 128; Output—Height = 71, Width = 71, Channels = 128. On

the baseline FPGA, dot product units are designed using DSP slices to perform multiplications and

additions along the channel dimension, then the results from the four filter locations are added.

The filters are stored in BRAMs, and the inputs are streamed. A compute unit on the baseline

FPGA is made of 64 DSPs and 8 BRAMs. On the proposed FPGAs, CoMeFa RAMs are additionally

deployed. Filters are pre-transposed and stored in the CoMeFa RAMs. A compute unit formed by

CoMeFa RAMs contains 128 CoMeFa RAMs, along with instruction generation logic. The columns

of a CoMeFa RAM are used to store different filters (vectorization across the output channel dimen-

sion), whereas the RAMs in a unit are used for vectorization across the input channel dimension.

OOOR operations are used to compute dot products. The input data is divided between the com-

pute units formed by DSPs and those formed by CoMeFa RAMs.
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FIR Filter. FIR filters are a common DSP application. We consider an FIR filter with 128 taps.

Input operands are streamed onto the FPGA through the DRAM interface. The baseline FPGA

uses an efficient implementation of the FIR filter using systolic DSP chaining [4]. The proposed

FPGA uses CoMeFa RAMs for computation along with DSP chains. LBs were used for control logic.

Operands are transposed on-the-fly and loaded into multiple CoMeFa RAMs in parallel. While

some CoMeFa RAMs are computing, other CoMeFa RAMs are loaded in a pipelined manner to

improve parallelism. When a CoMeFa RAM finishes computing, its results are unloaded and sent

to DRAM, and the process starts again until all inputs are processed. We refer to this as the LCU

(Load-Compute-Unload) pipeline. In this application, the CoMeFa RAM-to-CoMeFa RAM chaining

(Section 3.10) feature is used to share inputs between neighboring blocks.

Elementwise Multiplication. Elementwise multiplications (Elt Mult) are commonly used in

DL, for example, in normalization layers and Winograd-based convolution layers. We consider an

application involving elementwise multiplication of two arrays of 100K elements. Floating-point

data with a precision of HFP8 [47] is used. We showcase here that CoMeFa RAMs are adaptable to

any custom precision. The operands are read from DRAM, and the results are written to DRAM.

This is a DRAM bandwidth bound application because of low arithmetic intensity. We observed

that the number of LBs used was significantly higher (25×) than in the baseline FPGA. This is

because to saturate the DRAM bandwidth available on the chip, many swizzle logic instances

are required. However, if the swizzle logic is hardened into a DRAM controller, as discussed in

Section 3.11, then this overhead is entirely removed.

Bitwise Operations. Bitwise operations (AND, OR, XOR, XNOR, etc.) are commonly used in

databases, encryption, DNA sequence alignment, and so forth. They are also used in binary neural

networks. CoMeFa RAMs are very efficient at these massively parallel operations because of the

presence of mux-based fully configurable PEs. The operands are assumed to be available in BRAMs

in the right layout. The speedup seen in these applications is attributed to the effective increase

in on-chip memory bandwidth because 160 bits can be operated upon in one cycle in a CoMeFa

RAM, compared to only 40 bits from a BRAM in the baseline FPGA. We consider two applications

in this category:

(1) Database search: In this application, records matching a key are searched. If a record matches

the key, it is replaced with special marker data (like constant 0). Each operand is bitwise

XORed with the key. Bitwise OR reduction is performed on the result. And then a bitwise

ANDing operation is performed to zero out the operands that match the key. BRAMs are

used to store operands. Each row of a BRAM has two 16-bit elements. On the proposed

FPGA, elements are stored in 256 CoMeFa RAMs. Seven data elements are stored in each

column, and temporary results consume 16 rows in a CoMeFa RAM. The key is outside the

RAM.

(2) RAID data recovery: In RAID (Redundancy Array of Independent Disks) arrays, parity pro-

tection is used. If a drive in an array fails, the remaining data on other drives is combined

with the parity data (using XOR) to reconstruct the missing data. These numerous parallel

XOR operations with the parity data can be accelerated using an FPGA. Instead of storing

operands in a transposed format (bits of one operand in multiple rows), we use an untrans-

posed data layout where we store bits of one operand in one row and bits of the second

operand in another row. This works for logical operations like bitwise XOR where there is

no dependency/communication between consecutive bits and avoids the overhead of trans-

posing data. Performing an XOR operation between operands stored on two rows takes one

cycle. A total of 256 RAMs is used.

ReLU. ReLU is the most common activation function used in DNNs. Activations usually follow

a GEMM or GEMV or CONV operation. The operation involves zeroing out any negative input,
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but any positive input stays unchanged. We consider that the input data is available in a RAM

(e.g., computed by a prior kernel). The precision is 16-bit. In CoMeFa RAMs, the inverted most

significant bit (sign bit) of each input is copied into the mask latches in the PEs. The value 0 is

written to each row containing the input elements. In some columns, the operation is masked

(because the sign bit was 0), implying the values stay unchanged. But in other columns, the values

are zeroed out. In the baseline FPGA, values are read from the RAM, their most significant bit is

inspected, and the output is generated using simple multiplexing logic and written back into the

RAM.

Reduction. Reduction (or accumulation) is heavily used in DL and DSP applications. We design

this application to create a scenario of an on-chip memory bandwidth limited application. Data is

available in transposed format (e.g., computed in RAM by a prior kernel). The precision is varied

from 4-bit to 20-bit (accumulator size = 32-bit). In the baseline, operands stored in BRAMs are

read and successively accumulated using a pipelined adder tree (in LBs). On the proposed FPGA,

CoMeFa RAMs store the operands. The reduction algorithm from Eckert et al. [14] is used to

reduce the elements to 40 partial sums (1 partial sum in each multiplexed column of the RAM).

These intermediate results from multiple CoMeFa RAMs are then read out and accumulated using

a popcount-based adder [53] to obtain the result. A significantly smaller number of LBs (~2x–3.5x)

is required on the proposed FPGA.

DNNs. To evaluate full neural networks, we create a Microsoft Brainwave-like accelerator [17]

based on the work of Boutros et al. [10]. This accelerator consists of five pipeline stages: the Matrix

Unit (MU) for matrix-vector multiplication operations, the selector unit for skipping the MU when

necessary, two MFUs (multi-function units) for vector elementwise operations (e.g., activation,

addition, multiplication), and the LD (loader), which interfaces with the DRAM to load and unload

data. Register files (MRF and VRF) store the data locally. Similarly to CCB [53], we create two

versions of this accelerator: one for the baseline FPGA and another for the proposed FPGA. For the

baseline FPGA, the MU consists of Dot Product Engines (DPEs) that contain DSP slice cascade

chains. Each DPE generates one result. For the proposed FPGA, the MU additionally contains DPEs

that are mapped to CoMeFa RAMs (we call these CoMeFa-DPEs or C-DPEs). The CoMeFa RAMs in

C-DPEs receive instructions from instruction generation FSM (duplicated to reduce fanout). A

popcount-based bit-serial reduction tree [53] is used to combine the results from various CoMeFa

RAMs. Each C-DPE generates 40 results. Figure 11 shows the architecture of the accelerator for

the proposed FPGA.

We write an analytical model to explore the distribution of data and BRAMs between DPEs and

C-DPEs. There are two main knobs in our analytical model: f_data, which decides the fraction

of workload (in terms of rows of the matrix processed by the MU) processed by DPEs compared

to C-DPEs, and f_arch, which decides the fraction of BRAMs allocated to DPEs compared to C-

DPEs. Additionally, the analytical model also varies the number of DSPs per DPE and the number

of BRAMs per C-DPE over pre-specified ranges. The analytical model iterates over each layer for

each neural network and calculates the cycles consumed for each layer. Then we post-process the

results from the analytical model using Pandas to find out the best knob (or parameter) settings for

each neural network. This results in a different architecture for each neural network. So, instead

of having a one-size-fits-all overlay, there is a customized overlay for each neural network. We

write an RTL generator to generate the Verilog design for the accelerator with the best hardware

parameters identified by the analytical model. Through simulation, we perform sanity verification

of our Verilog design and also the analytical model’s results.

The Brainwave-like accelerator does not directly support convolutions. So, for CNNs, convolu-

tion is expressed as matrix multiplication using the im2col operation. We assume that the im2col
operation is performed in hardware. Although this can be optimized by designing an accelerator
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Fig. 11. Microsoft Brainwave-like accelerator used to evaluate DNN performance.

specifically for convolution, our goal here is to showcase the gains from in-memory computation

rather than designing the most efficient accelerator.

We consider five DNN benchmarks for this part of the evaluation from three common DNN

types: fully connected networks (Multi-Level Perceptron (MLP)), RNNs (LSTM and GRU), CNNs

(Tiny Darknet) and residual neural networks (ResNet)). The mlp network is a five-layer MLP with

each hidden layer having 1,024 neurons, with 4M parameters. The gru network has a hidden size =

512, embedding size = 512, and timesteps = 50. It has 1.5M parameters. The tdarknet network is

Tiny Darknet, a small image classification network for edge devices. It has 650K parameters. The

lstm network is an LSTM with hidden size = 1,024, embedding size = 1,024, and timesteps = 50.

It has 8.4M parameters. The resnet benchmark is the ResNet-50 variation of ResNet. It has 24M

parameters.

We consider two precisions (int8 and int4) and two batch sizes (1 and 8). We also evaluate the

speedup using the two dot product algorithms mentioned in Section 3.13. The FPGA used in our

evaluation (Intel Arria 10) is a mid-sized FPGA (47 megabits capacity). Some of the DNNs used for

evaluation have weights that do not fit on the FPGA. For int8, lstm and resnet do not fit. For int4,

only resnet does not fit. For those cases, we consider the overhead in loading the weights onto

the FPGA from DRAM as well.

4.4 Implementation Details

Area. Table 5 shows the area breakdown of both architectures of CoMeFa RAM. For CoMeFa-

D, the area overhead is 1,546.78 um2. This represents an increase of 25.4% in the BRAM tile area

compared to the baseline. This overhead is mainly attributed to the addition of 160 PEs and the

additional 120 sense amplifiers and write drivers. With BRAMs occupying 15% of the die size in

our baseline FPGA, this overhead corresponds to only 3.8% increase in the FPGA chip area. The

overhead for CoMeFa-A is 493.5 um2. Compared to the baseline, this represents an increase of 8.1%

in BRAM tile area and only 1.2% increase in FPGA chip area. This overhead is mainly attributed

to the addition of 40 PEs.

Frequency. We use COFFE to obtain the overhead in the frequency of operation of a CoMeFa

RAM in Hybrid mode, compared to a BRAM (735 MHz). For CoMeFa-D, the cycle duration in-

creases to 1.25× (588 MHz). This is mainly attributed to performing read, compute (PE circuitry

delay), and write in the same cycle. For CoMeFa-A, the cycle duration increases to 2.5× (294 MHz).

This is because four reads and two writes are done successively as described in Section 3.7. A lower

frequency of the CoMeFa RAM is not a concern because realistic FPGA designs typically are con-

strained by soft logic and routing delays, so designs do not achieve high frequencies like those of

individual BRAMs (735 MHz in this case). In Memory mode, the delay overhead is negligible; there

is only one additional mux in the write path, and the read path remains unchanged.
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Table 5. Area Breakdown of Various RAM Blocks

Component BRAM CoMeFa-D CoMeFa-A

Input and output crossbars 5.6 4.5 5.2

Decoders & wordline drivers 7.8 6.3 7.3

Write drivers & sense amps. 6.9 14.0 6.4

Memory cell array 53.4 43.0 49.6

Routing (conn. & switch) 26.0 20.9 24.1

Processing elements 0 11.1 7.1

Total (%) 100 100 100

Table 6. Differences Between CCB and CoMeFa

Property CCB CoMeFa-D CoMeFa-A

Activate two wordlines at the same time

on one port
Yes No No

Additional voltage source required Yes No No

Additional row decoder required Yes No No

Changes in sense amplifiers Yes No No

Additional sense amplifiers Yes Yes No

Sense amplifier cycling No No Yes

Compute uses dual-port behavior No Yes Yes

Generic/Flexible PE No Yes Yes

Shift between RAM blocks No Yes Yes

Floating-point support No Yes Yes

Flip-flops in PE to store operands No No Yes

Parallelism 128 160 160

Application(s) demonstrated DL Many Many

Clock duration overhead 60% 25% 125%

Area overhead (block) 16.8%* 25.4% 8.1%

Area overhead (chip) 2.5%* 3.8% 1.2%

Column multiplexing No No Yes

Practicality Low Medium High
∗Includes overhead of additional sense amplifiers and write drivers.

Routing. The interface of a CoMeFa RAM block to the programmable routing is not changed

compared to that of a BRAM. The only change is the addition of two pins, which are used for direct

connections between neighboring BRAMs. These do not impact the programmable interconnect

directly but do increase the pin density.

CCB. The implementation of CCB [53] is based on a BRAM with 128 x 128 geometry. The area

overhead for the CCB block evaluated in the work of Wang et al. [53] does not include the area of

the additional sense amplifiers and write drivers. In our re-implementation of CCB, the total area

overhead comes out to be 872.64 um2, which is a 16.8% increase at the block level and 2.5% at the

chip level in the Arria 10–like FPGA used in this study. The frequency of operation of the CCB

evaluated by Wang et al. [53] is 1.6× (469 MHz) compared to the baseline BRAM. Table 6 shows

the differences between CCB and CoMeFa.

5 RESULTS

5.1 BRAM+PE vs. CoMeFa RAMs

We perform a comparison of CoMeFa RAMs with a normal BRAM and single-bit bit-serial PEs

implemented in soft logic. We call the latter the BRAM+PE architecture. Figure 12 shows the block
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Fig. 12. Block diagram the BRAM+PE architecture.

Table 7. Comparison Between CoMeFa RAMs and

BRAM+PE

Parameter BRAM+PE CoMeFa

LBs 78 32

RAMs 10 10

Frequency 337.9 536.5

Cycles 64 8

Time (us) 0.19 0.015

diagram of the BRAM+PE architecture. The BRAM is used in true dual-port mode (1024 × 20)

so that each PE can be fed with two operands at the same time. Multiplexing logic is provided to

allow data to be loaded into the BRAM before the operation, and the results to be unloaded after the

operation has finished. When start is asserted, the instruction generation FSM (also implemented

in soft logic) starts generating instructions. The instruction specifies the BRAM addresses to read

to provide data to the PEs. It also specifies the operation to be performed by the PEs. The address

to write the results back to is also included in the instruction. After the operation is complete, the

done signal is asserted and results can be read out from the BRAM.

Qualitatively, the BRAM+PE architecture suffers from the following disadvantages compared to

CoMeFa RAMs:

(1) More cycles are required because separate cycles are required to read each operand and then

write the result, and also in each cycle only 40 bits can be read compared to 160 in CoMeFa

RAMs.

(2) It uses programmable routing/interconnect to transfer data from BRAM to PEs, resulting in

higher power consumption.

(3) It has low frequency of operation and higher area because of the PEs and complex control

logic being implemented in soft logic.

Quantitatively, to compare the BRAM+PE and CoMeFa RAMs, we perform a simple elementwise

addition operation on an array of two numbers (precision = 8 bits). Data is laid out inside the

RAMs in a transposed manner in both the cases. The results are shown in Table 7. We observe

that CoMeFa RAMs use approximately 60% less LBs than BRAM+PE. The BRAM+PE design has

the PEs, the multiplexing logic for each RAM interface signal, and the instruction generation logic

implemented in LBs. However, the CoMeFa RAM design does not have any PEs in LBs, and the

multiplexing logic and the instruction generation logic is much simpler. The frequency of operation

is higher in the CoMeFa RAM case for the same reasons. In the BRAM+PE case, the critical path

included routing wires to implement the multiplexing logic, whereas in the CoMeFa RAM case,

the critical path was inside an LB. There is a factor of 8 difference in the number of cycles between

the two cases. This includes a factor of 4 from the difference in available bandwidth (160 in the

CoMeFa RAM case vs. 40 in the BRAM+PE case) and a factor of 2 from the difference in the number

of cycles for each operation (one cycle to read+compute+write in the CoMeFa RAM case vs. two

cycles to read+compute+write in the BRAM+PE case). Overall, the time taken by CoMeFa RAMs is

an order of magnitude less compared to the time taken in the BRAM+PE case.

5.2 Throughput Comparison

To evaluate the peak throughput, we consider the MAC (multiply-accumulate) operation, which is

the most common operation in DSP and DL applications. We use common fixed-point precisions:
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Fig. 13. Peak throughput for MAC operations for

the whole FPGA for various precisions.

Fig. 14. Speedups obtained for different FPGA archi-

tectures for various benchmarks. An asterisk (*) im-

plies no DRAM bandwidth limitation.

4 bit (accumulator = 16 bits), 8 bit (acc = 27 bits), and 16 bit (acc = 36 bits). Additionally, we use

floating-point precisions: HFP8 ({exp = 4, frac = 3} and acc = {exp = 6, frac = 9}) [47] and IEEE FP16

(acc = IEEE FP32). We compare the throughput of CoMeFa RAMs to the traditional compute units

(LBs and DSPs). For LBs, we synthesize, place, and route one MAC onto the FPGA and determine

the operating frequency and resource utilization. We then calculate the throughput by optimisti-

cally assuming that we can fill the FPGA at the same operating frequency. This serves the purpose

of evaluating peak throughput. For DSPs, MACs are created and taken through a similar process.

The DSPs do not natively support FP16 and HFP8 precisions, so MACs for these precisions are

designed using soft logic and DSPs. For CoMeFa RAMs, 160 MACs are implemented in parallel by

instantiating one CoMeFa RAM and an instruction generation FSM.

Figure 13 shows the peak throughput for each precision obtained from each different comput-

ing resource in GigaMACs per second. We observe that the throughput of the FPGA increases by

2×, 1.7×, 1.3×, 1.7×, and 1.3× for int4, int8, int16, hfp8, and fp16, respectively, by adding CoMeFa-

D RAMs. Similarly, the throughput of the FPGA increases by 1.5×, 1.36×, 1.16×, 1.36×, and 1.15× for

int4, int8, int16, hfp8, and fp16, respectively, by adding CoMeFa-A RAMs. CoMeFa RAM through-

put reduces as the precision increases, due to the bit-serial nature of computation in CoMeFa

RAMs. CoMeFa RAMs can be used for computing in any precision, unlike DSPs. The frequency of

operation of CoMeFa RAMs does not change significantly with changing precision, unlike LBs.

Note that the compute throughput enhancement evaluated here is for MAC operations only and

does not use OOOR operations. The speedup we obtain for different benchmarks can vary from the

peak throughput enhancement calculated here because (1) non-MAC operations like reductions

may be needed, (2) clock frequency may be lower because of large designs, (3) cycles may be spent

in loading and unloading data to/from CoMeFa RAMs, (4) DRAM reads and writes may bound

certain parts of the application, (5) OOOR operations may be used to speed up the operation, and

(6) LBs may only be used for control logic and not for computation.

5.3 Resource Usage and Frequency

Table 8 shows the resource usage and frequency of operation for the various compute-bound and

DRAM-bound microbenchmarks obtained from the VTR flow (averaged over three seeds). The

table shows the data for the baseline FPGA and the three FPGA variations with compute-enabled

BRAMs (CCB, CoMeFa-D, and CoMeFa-A). The resource usage for each resource is in percentage of

the total resources of that type on the FPGA. We observe that the LB usage increases significantly

for all microbenchmarks. This is because of the control logic (instruction generation logic, data

loading/unloading logic, etc.) required for using the compute-enabled BRAMs. The DSP usage
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Table 8. Resource Usage (Percentage) and Frequency (F, in Megahertz) for Compute- and

DRAM-Bound Microbenchmarks

Baseline FPGA with Compute-Enabled BRAMs

Benchmark LB DSP BRAM F LB DSP BRAM F(CCB) F(CoMeFa-D) F(CoMeFa-A)

GEMV 1.6 90.1 43.4 253 27.9 90.1 91.8 231 242 242

GEMM 0.8 92.4 38.6 269 25.5 92.4 86.7 260 267 260

Conv2D 5.0 91.8 28.5 255 35.5 91.8 91.3 245 246 243

FIR 12.8 93.0 3.5 243 53.1 93.0 95.3 – 229 229

Elt Mult 25.8 49.8 38.1 300 21.7* 0 82.6 – 292 288

∗Does not include LB usage from swizzle modules to capture the infinite DRAM bandwidth case.

Table 9. Resource Usage (Absolute Values) and Frequency (F, in Megahertz) for

On-Chip Memory Bound Microbenchmarks

Baseline FPGA with Compute-Enabled BRAMs

Benchmark LB DSP BRAM F LB DSP BRAM F(CCB) F(CoMeFa-D) F(CoMeFa-A)

Search 2,242 0 280 600 1,206 0 256 451 465 294

RAID 1,538 0 256 702 578 0 256 459 588 294

ReLU 560 0 256 616 301 0 256 445 465 294

Reduction 4,072 0 256 445 1,184 0 256 453 469 294

remains the same as baseline, and the usage of RAMs significantly increases. Note that RAMs

are not used in place of DSPs but additionally, to maximize the usage of the FPGA to exploit the

higher compute throughput to obtain speedup. The FIR benchmark uses chaining of RAMs, which

is not supported by CCB. Similarly, CCB does not support floating-point operations. So, we do

not implement the FIR and Elementwise Multiplication benchmarks on the CCB architecture and

hence the frequency is marked with a dash (–). For the Elementwise Multiplication benchmark, we

construct a design with no swizzle modules so that the design fits on the FPGA by maximizing the

number of CoMeFa RAM for compute. This is done to obtain the theoretical speedup in the case

with unlimited DRAM bandwidth (see Section 5.4).

Table 9 shows the resource usage and frequency of operation of the various on-chip memory

bound microbenchmarks obtained from the VTR flow. The resource usage shown here is in ab-

solute numbers. This is because for these benchmarks, we create a small design that uses similar

FPGA RAM resources on the baseline FPGA and the FPGA with compute-enabled BRAMs. Bitwise-

Search uses more BRAMs in the baseline because of under-utilization of the RAM due to the data

layout. No DSPs are used for computation in these benchmarks on the baseline FPGA as well the

FPGA with compute-enabled BRAMs. A significantly lesser number of LBs are used in the FPGAs

with compute-enabled BRAMs because the computation is done internal to the BRAMs and LBs

are not used for computation. The frequency of operation is very high on the baseline FPGA be-

cause the control logic is much simpler compared to the control logic (instruction generation logic)

in the FPGAs with compute-enabled BRAMs. An interesting observation is that in the CoMeFa-A

case, the frequency of operation is always limited by the frequency of operation of the CoMeFa-A

RAM (294 MHz).

5.4 Speedup and Energy Benefits

Figure 14 shows the speedup obtained by using compute-enabled BRAMs across microbenchmarks.

We see significant speedups by using CoMeFa RAMs in the compute-bound applications because of

the augmented compute throughput provided by the FPGA. For the GEMV benchmark, speedups

of 47.5% are seen in CoMeFa-D and CoMeFa-A. With CCB, the max speedup was 40%. For GEMM,
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the speedup was 74.5% for CoMeFa-D and 69% for CoMeFa-A and CCB. A speedup of ~85% is seen

in the Convolution benchmark for all three architectures because the frequency of operation was

similar in all three, as seen in Table 8. A speedup of 59% is seen in the FIR benchmark for both

CoMeFa-D and CoMeFa-A. The FIR benchmark uses chaining of RAMs, which is not supported by

CCB. So, no speedup is considered compared to the baseline.

Since the Elementwise Multiplication benchmark is limited by DRAM bandwidth, no speedup is

seen by using CoMeFa RAMs. CoMeFa RAMs are targeted to improve the compute throughput of

the FPGA, not the DRAM bandwidth. If we remove the restriction of DRAM bandwidth and assume

that all compute units (CoMeFa RAMs as well as DSPs/LBs) can be fed with data, then speedups of

86% and 79% can be seen on CoMeFa-D and CoMeFa-A FPGAs, respectively. Since CCB does not

support floating-point operations, the speedup for this benchmark for CCB is shown as 0%.

The Search benchmark is sped up by 18% for CoMeFa-D. The design on baseline FPGA had the

highest frequency of operation because of very simple operations done in soft logic, as seen in

Table 9. No speedup is seen using CoMeFa-A RAMs because of the low frequency of operation.

This application is not sped up by using CCB either. CCB takes ~2× cycles compared to CoMeFa

RAM because of the inflexibility of the PEs that only support a few operations. For example, the

AND operation can be done in two cycles in CCB, compared to one cycle in CoMeFa RAM. The

RAID application is sped up by 6.7× in CoMeFa-D, 3.35× in CoMeFa-A, and 5.2× in CCB. The

baseline frequencies were very high in this case also, but the difference in number of cycles enabled

the significant speedups. In the ReLU benchmark, speedup of 2.7×, 2.85×, and 1.8× are seen in

CCB, CoMeFa-D, and CoMeFa-A, respectively. The speedups for the Reduction benchmark (4-bit

precision) were 5.3× in CoMeFa-D, 3.3× in CoMeFa-A, and 5.1× in CCB.

Results from our energy model are shown in Figure 15. We observe that the results are similar

for the various architectures—CCB, CoMeFa-D, and CoMeFa-A. FIR and Elt Mult benchmarks are

not run on the CCB architecture as mentioned earlier, so those results are omitted from the figure.

In compute-bound benchmarks (GEMV, GEMM, Conv2D, FIR), an increase in energy consump-

tion is observed. This is because the resource usage in these benchmarks is significantly higher

compared to the baseline, as seen in Section 5.3. For example, for GEMV, the baseline uses 1.6%

LBs, 90.1% DSPs, and 43.4% BRAMs, but with CoMeFa RAMs, 27.9% LBs, 90.1% DSPs, and 91.8%

CoMeFa RAMs are used. The additional LBs are required for control logic to program the CoMeFa

RAMs and also for reduction of partial results obtained from CoMeFa RAMs. To reduce fanout from

this logic to CoMeFa RAMs (to achieve high frequencies), this control logic had to be replicated

multiple times, increasing the LB usage significantly. This increased resource usage leads to a high

power consumption. The reduction in time for these benchmarks, compared to the baseline, is less

than 2×, as seen earlier in this section from the Speedup results (see Figure 14). For example, for

GEMV, the speedup is ~1.47. Since energy is evaluated by combining the power consumption and

the time taken, the energy consumption is higher when running these benchmarks on an FPGA

with CoMeFa RAMs. These results indicate that using lower precision (e.g., int4) in these bench-

marks could lead to an overall energy reduction because of increased speedup. To confirm this, we

implemented the GEMV benchmark for an FPGA with CoMeFa-A RAMs with the int4 precision.

We observed a speedup of 2.83 compared to the baseline. The baseline used 1.45% LBs, 91% DSPs,

and 23.8% BRAMs, but with CoMeFa RAMs, 28.8% LBs, 89.5% DSPs, and 89.7% CoMeFa RAMs were

used. A energy reduction of 24% was observed.

In the memory-bound benchmark (Elt Mult), an energy reduction of 40% is seen in both CoMeFa-

D and CoMeFa-A, but note that this excludes the impact from the LBs used for swizzle logic, to

showcase the infinite DRAM bandwidth case.

In the on-chip memory bandwidth bound microbenchmarks (Search, RAID, ReLU, Reduction),

up to 38% less LBs are used in CoMeFa compared to baseline. That is because no LBs are needed
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Fig. 15. Energy consumption for all microbench-

marks. An asterisk (*) implies no DRAM bandwidth

limitation.

Fig. 16. Illustration of variation in speedup (based

on cycles) by partitioning the application between

DSPs and CoMeFa RAMs.

for computation when CoMeFa RAMs are used. Routing wirelength reduction of up to 68% is seen,

which directly correlates to reduction in data movement. This reduces power consumption by up

to 56% in CoMeFa-A and up to 52% in CoMeFa-D. With significant reduction in time obtained

by using CoMeFa RAMs for these benchmarks as seen in the Speedup results (see Figure 14), the

energy reduction of up to 95% can be seen.

5.5 Application Co-mapping

CoMeFa RAMs supplement DSPs and LBs as compute units, and enhance the FPGA’s compute

throughput. Appropriately dividing the data between CoMeFa RAMs and traditional compute units

is key. For the compute-bound applications (GEMV, GEMM, FIR, and Conv2D), we analytically ex-

plore the effect of varying data distribution between CoMeFa RAMs and DSPs/LBs on the proposed

FPGA. The results are shown in Figure 16. We see that as more work is given to CoMeFa RAMs,

more speedup can be obtained up to a limit, after which the overheads (loading, unloading, serial

compute) associated with CoMeFa RAMs can start dominating and reduce the overall speedup.

This sweet spot is different for each application. In some cases, mapping a majority of the applica-

tion onto CoMeFa RAMs can even cause an overall slowdown because of higher latency.

5.6 Adaptability to Precision

CoMeFa RAMs can be used for efficiently computing in any custom precision. Figure 17 shows

the results of sweeping the precision from 4- to 20 bits in the Reduction benchmark. We see

speedups ranging from 5.3× (3.3×) to 2.7× (1.7×) with CoMeFa-D (CoMeFa-A) as precision in-

creases. CoMeFa-D is 3% better than CCB owing to the improved frequency achieved by the design.

The baseline takes the same number of cycles for each precision because of the bit-parallel nature

of compute. But the number of cycles taken increases as the precision increases when CoMeFa

RAMs are used. This is because of bit-serial arithmetic and illustrates that applications using

smaller precisions are better suited for CoMeFa RAMs. Note that the frequency of operation stays

constant for CoMeFa RAMs because the hardware architecture stays the same. For the baseline,

the frequency decreases slightly as the precision increases.

5.7 Using Stored Programs Instead of Hardcoded FSM

For each microbenchmark, we create a design that uses the stored program method discussed in

Section 3.14. Table 10 shows the resource usage of benchmarks when the stored program method

is used. Comparing this to the resource usage in Table 8, we observe that the LB usage increases

significantly. This increase is attributed to the relatively more generic instruction controller logic,

compared to the hardcoded FSM logic that can be highly specialized and optimized for a specific

benchmark. The DSP usage remains exactly the same because the instruction controller logic does

not use any DSPs. The BRAM usage remains almost the same because of how the experiment is
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Fig. 17. Sweeping precision in the Reduction benchmark.

Table 10. Resource Usage When

Instruction Generation Logic Is

Implemented Using the Stored

Program Method

Benchmark LB DSP BRAM

GEMV 49.0 90.1 91.7

GEMM 53.5 92.4 86.7

Conv2D 55.2 91.8 91.4

FIR 63.0 93.0 95.7

Elt Mult 24.2 0 84.2

Table 11. Speedup Obtained When

Instruction Generation Logic Is

Implemented Using a Customized FSM

and Using the Stored Program Method

Benchmark
Customized

FSM
Stored

Program

GEMV 1.47 1.07

GEMM 1.69 1.22

Conv2D 1.85 1.45

FIR 1.59 1.41

Elt Mult 1.79 1.21

designed. Some BRAMs used for computation are instead re-purposed to be used for storing in-

structions. The minor differences arise because number of CoMeFa RAMs removed from compute

units (e.g., the dot product units in GEMM and GEMV microbenchmarks) in the benchmark and

the number of instruction RAMs required by the remaining compute units may differ.

We compare the speedup obtained by using the stored program method with the speedup ob-

tained using the hardcoded FSM-based method. The results are shown in Table 11. We observe a

~40% reduction in speedup on average. But there is a significant hard-to-quantify improvement in

programmability of the CoMeFa RAMs by using the stored program method. There are two main

reasons for reduction in the speedup. First, instruction storage in the stored program method can

consume a significant number of BRAMs, reducing the BRAMs available for compute. The hard-

coded FSM method does not use any BRAMs in the instruction generation logic. Second, when

using the stored program based method, a reduction in frequency of operation of the design was

observed. The critical path was in the instruction decoder of the controller.

In the future, we plan to improve the speedup obtained with the stored program method by (1)

adding pipeline stages in the controller to improve frequency and (2) mapping macro-instructions

to distributed RAMs in LBs to keep the number of BRAMs available for compute the same.

We only evaluate the reduction in speedup for compute-bound and DRAM-bound microbench-

marks here. For the on-chip memory bandwidth microbenchmarks, the experimental setup is such

that a small number of BRAMs is used in both baseline and proposed cases. A few extra BRAMs

can be used to store instructions and obtain the same speedup as the case with hardcoded FSM.

5.8 DNN Evaluation

Figure 18 shows the speedup obtained by using the accelerator shown in Figure 11, for five DNNs

along with the geometric mean. The baseline uses an accelerator without C-DPEs, on an FPGA

without CoMeFa RAMs. Three knobs or parameters are varied: precision, batch size, and dot prod-

uct algorithm. The frequency of operation of the accelerator was the same for both cases—using

CoMeFa-D and using CoMeFa-A—because the critical path of the design was not in the MU of the

accelerator. So, these speedups apply to both cases.
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Fig. 18. Variation of speedup for DNNs with precision,

batch size, and dot product algorithm.

Fig. 19. Variation of cycles consumed for DNNs

with changing f_arch and f_data.

In Figure 18(a), we see a geomean speedup of 1.26× with int8 precision, and that increases

to 2.49× with int4 precision. Because of the bit-serial computation in CoMeFa RAMs, smaller

precision exhibit low latencies and higher speedups compared to the baseline. These speedups

are for a batch size of 8 using Algorithm 2. In Figure 18(b), we compare the speedup for batch

size of 4 and batch size of 8, for int4 precision and Algorithm 2. The speedup increases with

batch size because of improved utilization, higher reuse, and amortization of weight loading

(when needed). In Figure 18(c), we compare the speedups obtained by using Algorithm 1 and

Algorithm 2, for a batch size of 8 and precision of int4. Algorithm 1 is slower than Algorithm 2

because in Algorithm 2, we take advantage of inspecting 1 bit each from two operands outside

the RAM, and reduce cycles by up to 2×.

In Figure 19, we observe the trends of varying the knobs f_arch and f_data (discussed in

Section 4.3) in our analytical model. We plot the number of cycles consumed (normalized) for each

DNN, along the y-axis. In the top chart, f_data is kept constant at 0.5, implying that 50% of the

workload (matrix rows) is assigned to the DPEs and the remaining 50% is assigned to the C-DPEs.

For higher values of f_arch, the number of cycles consumed is high because we do not have

enough BRAMs available for the 50% of the workload assigned to C-DPEs. As we move left along

the x-axis, f_arch reduces, and more BRAMs become mapped to C-DPEs, which in turn means the

part of the workload assigned to C-DPEs can be executed efficiently, reducing the overall cycles

consumed.

In the bottom chart in Figure 19, f_arch is kept constant at 0.5, implying that 50% of the BRAMs

are assigned to DPEs and 50% are assigned to C-DPEs. When f_data is low (on the left of the x-

axis), only a small amount of the workload is assigned to C-DPEs, so we do not get much speedup.

But as we move right along the x-axis, more of the workload is assigned to C-DPEs, achieving a

lower number of cycles. But as we move farther right, the cycles start to increase again because

the latency of the C-DPEs starts to dominate. Medium values of f_data give the highest speedup.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Comparison with Other FPGA Blocks

CoMeFa RAMs are universal blocks and can be used for accelerating any application. CoMeFa

RAMs are not replacements of DSPs or LBs but can work together and complement them. In some
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ways, CoMeFa RAMs can be thought of as blocks that fuse together LBs and BRAMs. They pro-

vide a more structured way of computation compared to LBs, along with the storage capability of

BRAMs. Compared to DSPs, CoMeFa RAMs provide infinite flexibility in terms of precision (be-

cause of their bit-serial nature) even after the chip has been designed. DSPs can support multiple

precisions too, but the precisions have to be hardened at the time of designing the FPGA, and

adding more precisions increases DSP area. CoMeFa RAMs support more operations than DSPs

(which mainly just support multiplication and addition) because of the configurable PE in them.

They also allow flexibility in which algorithm to use for multiplication and addition, through bit-

serial and OOOR operations. With DSPs, a user is forced to use the multiplier or adder architecture

that was designed into it.

6.2 Applications

Applications that are well suited for deploying CoMeFa RAMs include the following:

(1) Applications that have significant SIMD parallelism (e.g., DL and signal, image, and video

processing).

(2) Applications that do not require a lot of communication between PEs (e.g., elementwise and

bitwise operations).

(3) Applications that use reduced and/or custom numerical precisions (e.g., DL).

6.3 Organizing Data for Computation

When performing computation using CoMeFa RAMs, data is laid out in a transposed manner (i.e.,

bits of an element are stored along a bitline). In addition to operands and results, intermediate

results need to be stored in the same column. If the intermediate results are not required at a later

stage, they can be overwritten to improve RAM utilization. For example, consider the case where

four operands a, b, c , d are stored in a column and the operation required is e = a ∗ b + c ∗ d . The

intermediate results a ∗ b and c ∗ d are calculated bit-serially and then added. The final result can

reuse the same rows as those storing the intermediate results by overwriting them.

In some cases, complex operations can be split over multiple columns and the final results can

be obtained by reducing intermediate results from different columns. For example, in the example

of calculating e = a ∗b+c ∗d , if the precision of operands is 18-bit fixed point, we would run out of

rows (total available = 128) to store the operands, intermediate results, and the final result. Splitting

independent operations over multiple columns exposes more parallelism and can achieve better

speedups. However, reducing intermediate results stored in different columns involves serializa-

tion and can reduce the obtained speedup. Bit-slicing [53] is another method in which individual

elements are split over multiple columns. For example, a 16-bit number can be sliced into two 8-bit

chunks and stored in eight rows in two columns. Operations can be performed independently on

the two bit-slices and then concatenated and reduced appropriately to get the final result.

There are tradeoffs in RAM utilization, data reuse, and latency. Having a smaller number of

operands in one column (bitline) means reduced utilization but low latency, because it will take

fewer cycles to perform the operation (because there is only one PE per column). However, if

we store more operands in a column, the RAM will have higher utilization but the latency will

be higher. Additionally, more operands in a column allow for more reuse. Consider an example

where one operand needs to be multiplied by two other operands and then the partial products

need to be added. Having all three operands in one column allows this operation to happen locally.

Otherwise, two multiplications will need to be done in separate columns (or separate BRAMs) and

then reduced. Smaller precisions allow for more elements to co-exist in a column.

Consider an operation where elements stored in all 160 columns of a CoMeFa RAM need to

be reduced to get one final result. Performing in-CoMeFa RAM reductions will proceed in a tree
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fashion, where after the first reduction step, 80 columns will have the new partial results. Then,

these will be reduced further into 40 columns. At some stage, performing further in-CoMeFa

RAM reductions can significantly degrade the compute throughput, as only a successively smaller

portion of the CoMeFa RAM columns are actively performing compute during each reduction it-

eration. To avoid this, reduction can be performed in soft logic outside the CoMeFa RAMs. Forty

partial results can be read out one bit-slice at a time (bit 0 of 40 partial results in one cycle, bit

1 of these partial results in the next cycle, and so on) and reduced externally. A popcount-based

external reduction [53] can be used for this addition/accumulation.

6.4 Parallelism

The parallelism CoMeFa RAMs provide (SIMD) is different from the pipeline parallelism that is

commonly used with LBs and DSP slices. Although SIMD parallelism can be achieved with LBs and

DSP slices as well, CoMeFa RAMs provide it in a more efficient and compact form. In applications

where SIMD parallelism from CoMeFa RAMs is used to obtain speedup (e.g., the on-chip memory

boundary bound applications in Section 4), reduced data movement will typically be observed

leading to a significant reduction in energy.

In addition to SIMD parallelism, data parallelism (splitting the data to be processed between

traditional DSP and LB-based compute units, and CoMeFa RAM based compute units) is used

to exploit the additional compute throughput provided by CoMeFa RAMs. Let us consider the

case where time T was spent on processing D chunks of data on a baseline FPGA (using only

traditional compute units like LBs and DSPs). However, if a part of the data (e.g., D/3 chunks) is

processed by CoMeFa RAMs and if the rest of the data (2D/3) is processed by traditional compute

units in parallel, then the total time taken would be less thanT (say 2T /3). This achieved speedup

depends on the distribution of work between traditional units and CoMeFa RAM based units, and

the best case would be when both types of units finish in an approximately equal amount of time. In

applications where data parallelism is used to obtain speedup (e.g., compute-bound applications

in Section 4), energy consumption may not reduce because more hardware is used to solve the

problem.

Different applications may need different types of parallelism. Even parts of one application may

be suited for different types of parallelism. So, adding CoMeFa RAMs to FPGAs opens the door to

new ways to exploit parallelism efficiently.

6.5 Integration into an Open Acceleration Framework

To demonstrate using CoMeFa RAMs with already existing acceleration frameworks, we integrate

a CoMeFa RAM based acceleration unit into CFU Playground [41] from Google and Harvard.

Figure 20 shows the overall architecture of our system. CFU stands for Custom Functional Unit.

CFU Playground is a collection of software and hardware to make it easy for everyone, including

software engineers, to accelerate machine learning/DL inferencing. Overall, the system provides

a soft RISC-V-based SoC that can be mapped to any FPGA, with a simple C-based programming

interface, along with the capability to design a CFU that is easily hooked up to the CPU. In the

original CFU Playground framework, the CFU is tightly coupled to the pipeline of the CPU. Both

commands and data to the accelerator are sent from the CPU interface. This limits the acceleration

that can be achieved because of the large amount of data to be transferred using a narrow inter-

face. We enhance the framework by adding a direct memory access path from the accelerator unit

shown using red arrows in the figure (currently only using a simulation model).

We write a C program to first populate the instruction RAM in the accelerator. Then the acceler-

ator is triggered by writing into a control register. This trigger initiates the instruction controller

in the accelerator to fetch data into the CoMeFa RAMs using the direct memory access path via the
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Fig. 20. Integrating a CoMeFa RAM based unit into an SoC using an open source accelerator framework

(CFU Playground).

swizzle logic. A status register is read to ensure that the data transfer has been completed. Then

another command is sent by writing to a control register in the accelerator. This command initiates

the controller to fetch the instructions from the instruction RAM in the accelerator, and decode

and execute them on CoMeFa RAMs. After the execution has finished, another status register is set.

The CPU busy-waits on this status register until the execution is finished (there are no interrupts

currently).

We deploy kernels to perform elementwise addition and multiplication on large arrays of data,

using this framework. With the C-based interface of the RISC-V CPU and the instruction-based

interface of the CoMeFa RAMs, it was very easy to develop and use this accelerator. We compare

the cycles to perform the same kernels using DSP-based accelerators, and the speedup obtained

was similar to that in Section 5.

7 CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed augmenting the compute density of FPGAs by modifying BRAMs into

new blocks called CoMeFa RAMs, which are ideal for enhancing applications with inherent paral-

lelism like DL. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that (1) utilizes the dual-port

nature of BRAMs to achieve in-BRAM compute, (2) deploys configurable 1-bit PEs inside an FPGA

BRAM, (3) uses OOOR operations, and (4) applies in-BRAM compute to DL and non-DL applica-

tions on FPGAs. With improvement in compute density and reduction in energy consumption, con-

verting some or all BRAMs on FPGAs to CoMeFa RAMs can be a significant step toward closing the

performance gap between FPGAs and ASICs. Non-SRAM technologies like ReRAM or STT-MRAM

have been proposed to be used for FPGA BRAMs instead of SRAMs [12, 29, 48]. Simultaneously,

compute-in-memory has been explored with these technologies as well [21, 27]. In the future, we

plan to work on adding compute-in-memory capabilities to FPGA BRAMs based on these tech-

nologies. Most of the concepts in CoMeFa RAMs are agnostic to the underlying technology.
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